The class has transitioned well into Year 1 and are enjoying the independence that the year brings. Some of the students would like to share their thoughts about being in Year 1.

Maths

Skip counting by twos

‘We skip one number after 1 then we leave one and we skip again’ (Rosie)
‘I like that we can skip numbers’ (Dylan)

Science – Backyard Safari

‘In science, I think earthworms can be found anywhere, even in Japan’ (Nathan)
‘A worm farm needs dirt, a cover and water. Worms don’t like onions, meat and oranges’ (Liam)
‘I like when we looked for worms’ (Flynn)
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Maths

‘I liked doing the running race and watching everyone’ (Lachlan)
‘I like doing the skipping’ (Abi)
‘I like when I came second in the training race’ (Darci)

Science – Backyard Safari

‘In science, I think earthworms can be found anywhere, even in Japan’ (Nathan)
‘A worm farm needs dirt, a cover and water. Worms don’t like onions, meat and oranges’ (Liam)
‘I like when we looked for worms’ (Flynn)

Literacy

Narrative/Persuasive Writing

‘A narrative needs characters, setting and problem. A beginning, middle and end’ (Blake E)
‘I liked it because there were lots of funny words on the board’ (Ashlee)
‘I like when some people sing the song loudly’ (Eva)
‘I like the song and pointing to the pictures on the chart’ (Xavier)
‘I like story writing because you get to make up your own characters’ (Sofia)

Religion

‘We are waiting for Easter and the time we can spend with our families’ (Anouke)
‘I like Religion because it is a time when you pray to God’ (Jasper)